1. Put the words into alphabetical order (just like in a dictionary). Remember, if there are two words that begin with the same letter you need to look at the second letter and so on.

a) quogwinkle, question, quelchy, quicksy

b) gunghummers, gushing, gurgling, gungswizzled

c) disgusting, disgustable, disgusterous, disgustive

d) fizzwinkel, fizzlecrump, fizzwiggler, fizzy

e) jumpsy, jumpel, jumped, jumpsquiffling

2. Write down your own definition for each of the words below:

a) quelchy  
b) disgutable  
c) fizzwiggler  
d) grobswitcher  
e) jumpel

a) _______________________________________________________________________________
b) _______________________________________________________________________________
c) _______________________________________________________________________________
d) _______________________________________________________________________________
e) _______________________________________________________________________________

3. Choose a set of words from above (question 1) and write a sentence or paragraph using all the words.

Maya had just finished her homework when Connor’s lemonade gushed and gurgled all over it!

‘Gunghummers!’ cried Maya in surprise. ‘Never mind it was all gungswizzled anyway,’ she sighed.